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Abstract – Motivated by experiments on the generation of streaming plasmas in high energy 
density facilities, industrial setups, and fundamental dusty plasma research the plasma polarization 
around a test charge in streaming plasmas is considered. The induced charge density distribution of 
the plasma constituents is discussed for the subsonic, sonic, and supersonic regime taking into 
account the non-Maxwellian distribution of the flowing ions. It is shown that the plasma 
polarization (the plasma wakefield) in the vicinity of the test charge shows different scaling in  the 
subsonic and supersonic regimes. In contrast to the wake potential, the density decays strongly 
monotonically in the plasma wake and does not exhibit an oscillatory pattern or  trailing maxima. 
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1. Introduction  

Screening of a test charge is one of the fundamental issues of plasma physics. While screening is 
very well understood in the equilibrium case [1, 2], there is no consistent physical picture of this 
effect in streaming plasmas. Often, however, a plasma in an experiment is far from the 
thermodynamically equilibrium state. Therefore, the field of non-equilibrium streaming plasmas 
attracts broad interest. Examples of non-equilibrium plasmas with a stream of particles include 
complex plasmas [3, 4], dense plasmas [5, 6], so-called warm dense matter [7], and ultrarelativistic 
plasmas [8]. Recent experiments have been performed on the generation of streaming plasmas in 
high energy density facilities [9, 10, 11] as well as  industrial setups [12, 13, 14]. Another very 
active consideration of the streaming induced phenomena such as plasma wakefields is in the field 
of complex plasmas, which allows for studying collective physical properties of charged many-
particle systems on the kinetic level [15]. 

A complex (dusty)  plasma is a partially ionized plasma containing additional micron or submicron 
sized "dust" particles that become highly charged and actively involved in various multi-component 
plasma processes [15].  For recent results on the dynamically screened charge potential in streaming 
plasmas see e.g. Refs. [4, 16, 17, 18, 19] and references therein. A main observation is that 
streaming leads to a significant deviation from the Yukawa-type screening. In particular, a 
wakefield around the test charge is formed, giving rise to  an attractive force on other like-charged 
particles downstream. The characteristics of the wakefield potential strongly depend on the type of 
the energy (velocity) distribution of the plasma particles [17, 20] and on the configuration of 
external electric as well as magnetic fields [21].  



 While the potential around a test charge has been explored in detail [16, 22], an appropriate 
analysis of the induced charge density is  still missing. To this end, in this paper, we present 
preliminary results of the induced charge density and analyse the relevant plasma polarization 
effects. The results are obtained from high resolution linear response calculations [21, 23] which 
have been validated against PIC simulations [20].  

2. Linear response approach 

In experimental complex plasmas, the non-Maxwellian distribution of the flowing ions significantly 
differs from shifted-Maxwellian distribution often considered in theoretical works [22, 24, 25]. 
Compared to a shifted-Maxwellian case, the most prominent feature of the ion wake in the non-
Maxwellian case is that the screened potential has a single main maximum in the trailing wake 
instead of an oscillatory wakefield [18]. In contrast, the much lighter electrons can be well 
described by an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution.  

As an ansatz, we use the dielectric function based on the non-Maxwellian distribution of the ions  to 
calculate the induced charge density around the test charge. The dielectric function obtained in the 
relaxation time approximation reads [24, 26] 
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In Eq. (1), /e nT Tτ =   is the electron-neutral temperature ratio, k  is the wave vector in units of 
/th piυ ω  (where thυ  is the thermal velocity of atoms and piω  is the plasma frequency of ions), and 

iν   is the the ion-neutral collision frequency in units of ion plasma frequency. Additionally, the 
Mach  number /d sM cυ=   is  defined  as  the  ratio  of  the  ion  streaming  velocity dυ    and  the  

ion  sound  speed /s B e ic k T m= . 

In k-space, the charge density induced by a test charge dQ  can be expressed in terms of the 
dielectric function (1) [6]: 
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This expression is favorable for numerical evaluation. The induced charge density is then computed  
in  real  space  based  on  a  numerical  three-dimensional  Discrete  Fourier  Transformation  (3D  
DFT)   on  a  large  grid  with  resolutions  4096  4096  16 384× × .  In  order  to  handle  3D  grids  
of  this  size efficently,  our high  performance  linear response program  Kielstream is used [27]. 



Without  loss  of generality, we consider a grain charge of 410dQ e= .  Specific parameters are the 
fixed temperature ratio 100τ = ,  and the  ion-neutral  collision  frequency  0.01iν = , which is close 
to the collisionless case. The Mach number is varied in the range 0.1...2.8M = . We note that for 
very small ion streaming velocities  the  linear  response  approach  may  not  be  applicable  due  to  
strong  dust-plasma  interactions. Also, justification of the consideration of very large values of M   
can be problematic due to a possible manifestation of instabilities [18, 26]. 

3. Results for the induced charge density distribution 

As a representative example, in Fig. 1, we show contour plots of the dynamically screened test 
charge potential and of the corresponding induced charge density distribution in the sonic case, 

1M = . In contrast to the well-known wakefield potential, where a pronounced trailing peak is 
present, here we find that the pattern of the induced charge density has a completely different 
topological structure. The induced charge density is purely monotonic. Notably, this observation 
contradicts the widely used picture of an ion cloud focused at some distance from the test charge. 
Instead the density wake resembles a candle flame. Accordingly, this results in weaker screening  at 

0z < , and appearance of an area, at 0z > , where another like charged test particle is attracted [16].  

 

 

Figure 1 – Electric potential (left) and induced charge density (right) around the test charge for 
1M = . We use cylindrical coordinates with ions streaming in positive z-direction, where the test 

charge is located at the origin. 

 

The dependence of the induced charge density in the cases of subsonic and supersonic regimes are 
presented in Fig. 2. The main feature to be noticed, is that the characteristic flame type shape is 
retained for all values of M . With increase of the Mach number it becomes more extended in the 
direction of the streaming. 

In Fig. 3, the induced charge density profile along z   axis at 0r = , i.e., parallel to the streaming 
direction passing the test particles location, is given. Indeed, for all considered Mach numbers, there 
are no oscillations in the density wake field. With increase of the ion flow velocity,  the induced 
charge density decreases in the upstream direction of the test charge, 0z > , while gradually 
increasing downstream, 0z <  . Again, from Fig. 3, one can clearly see that there are no oscillations 
(no maximum) in the density distribution as seen in the wake potential. 

 



 

 

Figure 2 – Induced charge density in units of 5 310 cm−   for subsonic ( 0.3M = , 0.6M = ) and 
supersonic ( 1.4M = , 2.8M = ) regimes. For the sonic case we refer to Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Induced charge density around the test charge along streaming direction ( 0r = ) 
revealing a strictly monotonic behavior. 

 

4. Characteristics of the plasma polarization 

The plasma quasineutrality condition ensures that  the test particle charge dQ  is compensated  by 
the charge of the induced density distribution  indn  (screening cloud), i.e.,  dind ind dQ e n V Q= = −∫ . 
This also holds in the case of streaming plasmas, where the ion streaming cannot change the charge 
balance.  

In case of statical screening,  indn  is given by the Yukawa density distribution,  
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where 2 2 21/ 1/s e ik λ λ= + , and 2
(i) (i) / 4e B ek T e nλ π= . In turn, in the case of dynamical screening, 

from the plasma quasineutrality condition, we deduce that the volume integrated deviation of indn   
from the Yukawa density distribution, * Y

ind ind indn n n= − , is zero, i.e. * d 0ind indQ e n V= =∫ . 

Comparison with the static case, Y
indn , yields that the charge depletion indQ−  (described by * 0indn < ) is 

equal to the charge enhancement indQ+  (given by * 0indn > ). That means, the ionic Debye screening  
cloud around the dust particle is shifted and deformed by streaming ions but keeps its volume. The 
latter has been validated by direct volume integration.  

In Fig. 4 the value of the accommodated charge due to streaming is presented for different values of 
/e nT Tτ =   (100, 30, and 10). A large amount of the induced charge is displaced from the direct 

vicinity of the test particle  downstream in the wake of the test particle. Additionally, the amount of 
the accommodated charge in the wakefield does not exceed the absolute value of the test particle 
charge. While there is a rapid increase of the accommodated charge  *

indn  at small M , for larger 
Mach numbers the wake charge slowly approaches dQ .  

So far, our consideration did not include the shape of the screening  cloud (the plasma polarization) 
and it change during the transition from the subsonic to supersonic regime. To point this out, we 
consider the dipole moment due to the deformation of the induced charge density 

( )dinden V= ∫d r r .  Due to symmetry of the induced charge density, d  is directed along z  axis. In 

Fig. 5, the absolute value of d  in units of | Q |d eλ   is shown as the function of the Mach number on 
a logarithmic scale. From this figure, one can see that the slope of dependence of | |d = d  on M  
increases during the crossover from the subsonic to the supersonic regime. Therefore, the transition 
is well characterized by the ratio of the dipole moment to the ion flow speed, that is to say by the 
effective  "polarizability" of the screening cloud. This quantity is presented in the inset of Fig. 5.  At 

0.5M < , one finds that * 0.25d M× , and at 1.5M > , * 2d M . Therefore, the subsonic case can 
be characterized as linear polarization regime, whereas the supersonic case corresponds to  the 
regime with nonlinear plasma polarization. In the subsonic regime, the linear growth of *d  with 
increase in the Mach number  is mainly due to fast increase of the charge enhancement (see 
dependence of indQ+   on M  in Fig. 4. In the supersonic regime, where the charge enhancement 
changes slowly with increase in M , the dominant mechanism responsible for the quadratic growth 
of *d  is the displacement of the ionic screening cloud to larger distances (see Figs. 2 and 3). 

5. Conclusions 

Considering a streaming plasma, the calculation of the induced density distribution around a test 
charge, taking into account the non-Maxwellian distribution of the flowing ions, reveals first results 
for the actual plasma polarization. In particular it has been revealed that  the density profile is stricly 
monotonic so there are no oscillations and maximums in the wake density at all. The shape of the 
induced charge possesses the topology of a "candle flame". The picture of an ion focusing effect 
creating a separated ion region downstream is therefore questionable. At the considered parameters, 
the characteristic length scale of the wake density is el λ≥ .  It remains an open question whether 
the field can be described at large distances r l  using the dipole approximation. 

 



 

Figure 4 –  Charge enhancement as function of the ion flow velocity for different electron-neutral 
temperature ratios. 

 

 

Figure 5 –  Dipole moment * / (| Q | )d ed d λ=  of the induced charge density as a function of the 
Mach number. The transition from the linear to non-linear polarization regime is illustrated in the 

inset plotting the ratio of *d  to M  on a linear scale.  Red lines are a guide to the eye. 
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